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Abstract

We propose a method for recognition of a 3-D object

using multi scale description of the object and adaptive

matching. MEGI model is a description model to repre-

sent arbitrary shapes. However, many MEGI elements

are necessary to represent uneven or curved surfaces

with accuracy, so it is di�cult to use them for recogni-

tion. As a solution, we make a tree which corresponds

multi scale description of the object. While tracing the

tree from the root which corresponds the coarsest rep-

resentation to leafs, a matching algorithm presented in

this paper assigns a di�erent scale to each part of the

object adaptively and estimates the matching score ef-

fectively.

1 Introduction

In order to recognize an object and to determine

its attitude in space, it is necessary to have a method

to represent the shape of the object. The extended

Gaussian image description model (EGI) makes it easy

to determine the attitude of a moving object in space

[1]. It is independent of the position of the object (shift

invariant). EGI provides a unique description for a

convex object, though precise information is limited.

That is, no two convex objects have the same EGI.

In recognizing an object, not only shift-invariant fea-

tures but also scale- and pose-invariant features are

needed because we must recognize an object from vari-

ous angles and distances from the observing position to

the object. However, EGI has shift-invariant features,

not scale- and pose-invariant features.

To overcome this problem, many algorithms have

been proposed. Tanaka et al.[3] proposed a covari-

ant data format for describing 3-D objects which uses

spherical harmonic function expansion. By taking the

norm of the covariant vector, form information on the

object is extracted, and pose information is represented

as the transformation equations.

Okada et al. [4] developed a new algorithm. Spher-

ical correlation de�ned by Fisher and Lee[5], which is

a rotational variant, is used for recognition after ex-

pressing 3-D data using EGI. However, because only

normal vectors of 3-D object surfaces are utilized for

description, it is impossible to distinguish between con-

vex and concave shapes. Hence, EGI does not have the

capability to describe a 3-D object.

We proposed a new 3-D object description called

MEGI (more extended Gaussian image), which has

the capability to distinguish not only convex objects,

but also concave objects. This description model is

a shift-invariant model which consists of a set of po-

sition vectors of surfaces originating from the center

of a 3-D object and normal vectors of the surfaces[8].

We also proposed a matching scale function called ex-

tended spherical correlation, which is rotational and

scale invariant, together with a calculation algorithm

for this scale function.

But if the object which contains curved surfaces will

be described using MEGI, curved part should be de-

scribed using a set of small plane. In such cases, it

is possible to describe it using many small plane, but

the matching procedure is di�cult and need a lot of

computing power by increasing a number of plane.

To solve these problems, we introduced a new multi

scale description and adaptive scale matching proce-

dure. Adding these extensions, new 3-D matching pro-

cedure named adaptive scale MEGI is proposed in this

paper.

In Sect. 2, we will present a de�nition of the MEGI

model. and the extended spherical correlation which is

used for 3-D object recognition. Sect. 3 will de�ne the

adaptive scale MEGI. In Sect. 4, some experimental re-

sults of the proposed method with computer simulated

data and human surface data are shown.



2 Object Recognition Using MEGI

Model

2.1 MEGI Model

We proposed a new 3-D shape description method

called more extended Gaussian image (MEGI), which

includes information on surface positions, so it can de-

scribe not only convex but also concave objects[8].

The MEGI model consists of a set of position vectors

Xi for surfaces originating from an object center and

their normal vectors pi Each length of a normal vector

also corresponds with surface area, as in the extended

Gaussian image. This model is also shift-invariant since

it is expressed by an object-oriented coordinate. LetM

be a vector set which describes vectors of the MEGI

element as follows:

M = f(Xi;pi)ji 2 f0; 1; � � � ;m� 1gg (1)

Xi;pi 2 R
3
:

m indicates number of MEGI elements.

2.2 Extended Spherical Correlation

Let X and Y be sets of n-dimensional unit vectors

and let the elements be X = fX0;X1; . . . ;Xm�1g ,

Y = fY0;Y1; . . . ; Ym�1g (kXik = kYik = 1).

We proposed a new coe�cient for recognizing 3-D

objects with the MEGI model, which is an extension of

the spherical correlation coe�cients proposed by Fisher

and Lee[5]. The de�nition for calculating matching

scale between object A and object B is as follows.

EC = m1
� �m2

� (2)
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where pi and qi are the normal vectors for object A

and object B which calculate the correlations, dq de-

notes the number of vectors q, �; � and  are constant

values, \ 0 \ in the equations denotes the transpose

of the matrix, and d(i) denotes the set of the vector

number of p which corresponds to qi.

Equation (3) is a function having a range of (0 �

m1 � 1) which is derived from the spherical correlation

coe�cients by Fisher and Lee. Equation (4) describes

the di�erence in volume between the two objects. �,�

and  are the constant values whose parameters con-

trol the behavior of the coe�cient. � sets the inuence

of the original spherical correlation, � controls the in-

uence of the di�erence between surface areas, and 

controls the inuence of the volume di�erence between

objects for the extended spherical correlation.

The value calculated by equation (3) is rotational in-

variant since Fisher's spherical correlation coe�cients

are rotational invariant. m2 derived from equation (4)

is a scalar value. Therefore the extended spherical cor-

relation de�ned by equation (2) is also rotational in-

variant. Hence using the MEGI model proposed in 2.1

and the extended spherical correction, we can estimate

the matching score which is shift and rotational invari-

ant.

2.3 Matching Algorithm Using MEGI

In order to calculate the EC which was de�ned in

2.2, the correspondence of each MEGI element (a set

of position vectors and normal vectors) must be known.

But this correspondence is unknown for general 3-D ob-

jects. Therefore, a correspondence procedure for MEGI

elements of two objects must be performed in some

way. We proposed the correspondence determination

function (CF)[8]

3 Adaptive Scale MEGI

3.1 Multi Scale Description

In the proposed matching method using an ex-

tended spherical correlation coe�cients and MEGI,

miss-correspondence between two object have a seri-

ous inuence on calculation of EC. In the correspon-

dence procedure, miss correspondence may sometimes

be occurred by the following reasons.

� If single surface is divided into a few surfaces

through the inference of noise, the calculated cor-

relation will be changed drastically.

� In MEGI, a curved surface is expressed as a set of

small surfaces in which position vectors and nor-

mal vectors are slightly changed respectively. As

a result of this description method, number of sur-

faces and area of each small surface that describes

a curved surface will be di�erent between objects

A and object B. Same as mentioned above, the

calculated correlation will be changed drastically.



To solve these problems, a new 3-D matching proce-

dure named adaptive scale MEGI is proposed. Adap-

tive scale MEGI consists of two new procedures. One

is new 3-D multi scale resolution image description us-

ing tree data structure and the other is adaptive scale

matching procedure using multi resolution tree.

While making 3-D multi scale resolution images,

convolution with Gaussian function is commonly used.

But features such as an inection point do not increase

monotonically by increasing the resolution. Therefore

multi scale tree structure which has suitable feature for

matching is impossible to construct.

On the other hand, the set of MEGI data consists of

position vector and normal vector. No surface shape is

needed, and the connectivity of each neighboring sur-

face is not required. Using these features, multi reso-

lution elements uni�cation procedure is proposed

3.2 Construct Multi Scale Description

Step0. (de�nition) M l is a set of element ml;i =

(Xl;i;pl;i) which describes a 3D object M, de-

scription scale is l. if l = 0, M l(M l =

fml;0; � � � ;ml;nl�1g) describes the initial set of el-

ement which is calculated by range data or CAD

data. M l�1;i is a set of element which contains

children elements of ml;i. M l�1;i has a feature

described as equation (6). lmax is maximum depth

of multi scale tree (Fig.1).

Ml =
[
i

M l;i ; M l;i

\
i 6=j

M l;j = ; (6)

Step 1. Let l be 1. Let uni�cation threshold of normal

vector thn and uni�cation threshold of position

vector thp be 0 respectively.

Step 2. thn  thn+�n, thp  thp+�p, �n and �p

are multi scale step of normal and position vectors

respectively and let nl be 0.

Step 3. New set M l�1;nl = fmg is de�ned over

8m 2 M l�1 n
Snl�1
i M l�1;i. Add all element

in M l�1 n
Snl
i M l�1;i which satis�es these two

conditions simultaneously toM l�1;nl . (1) An an-

gle between normal vector of a target in M l�1 nSnl
i M l�1;i and normal vector of m is within thn.

(2) An angle between position vector of a target

inM l�1 n
Snl
i M l�1;i and position vector of m is

within thp. And using equation (7), ml;nl which

added toM l+1 is calculated.
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Figure 1: Multi scale tree.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: Outline of matching algorithm.

where tl;i =
P

(X;p)2Ml;i
kpk and nl  nl + 1.

Step 4. ifM l�1 n
Snl�1
i M l�1;i 6= ; then goto Step

3.

Step 5. l  l + 1. if l = lmax then end else goto

step 2.

3.3 Adaptive Scale Matching Algorithm

The second feature of the proposed matching algo-

rithm is that resolution of each regions are selected

adaptively on condition that an extension of the spher-

ical correlation coe�cients (EC) becomes maximum.

To select matching scale adaptively, curved regions that

describe a lot of MEGI element can be matched us-

ing high resolution, and at regions describing a few

element can be matched using low resolutions. Then

computation cost for matching is drastically decreased.



And matching procedure started from low resolutions

achieved high robustness matching.

An outline of matching algorithm is as follows. A;B

are a set of MEGI elements which describes object A

or B respectively. Let an extension of the spherical

correlation coe�cients between A and B be ECAB.

A0;B0 are a new set of MEGI element with high

resolution element, where one element of A is replaced

by a high resolution element a which belongs to the set

ofA and corresponding element of B is also replaced

by b(Fig.2). The extension of the spherical correlation

coe�cients between the two parts is ECA0B0 .

If ECA0B0 � ECAB , these regions are still pretty

much similar when resolution becomes high. If

ECA0B0 < ECAB , matching procedure using high res-

olution is not performed. These resolution change is

described as resolution translation hereafter.

Using these resolution control algorithm, adaptive

scale matching procedure is described as follows.

step 0. (de�nition) A;B are set of elements which

describe objects A and B. In adaptive scale match-

ing, di�erent resolutions are selected for every re-

gions, then A;B contains various resolutions de-

scription. These description divided into two sets,

one set denote Av can perform the next resolution

translation, the other set denotes Af stop the res-

olution translation. A is described as follows

A = Av
[A

f (8)

Al denotes a set of elements which shape is A,

Description scale l is a length from the initial

sets of element A0. The element of Al are

fal;0; � � � ;al;nl�1g. Children of al+1;i denotes Al;i

which has feature described in equation (9). These

above mentioned de�nition is also applied to B.

Al =
[
i

Al;i ; Al;i

\
i6=j

Al;j = ; (9)

step 1. Let l be lmax�1. Let A
f，Bf be empty sets.

Av is equal toAl;0. B
v is equal toBl;0 (Fig.3(a))．

step 2. Correspondence procedure is performed be-

tween Av and Bv. Using equation (2), EC is cal-

culated, and substitute it to ec. （Fig.3(b)）．

step 3. The resolution translation is performed to al;i
which is one element of Av and the corresponded

element bl;i. Let ecl;i be calculation result of EC

between two elements. This procedure is per-

formed to all element of Av. (Fig.3(c)）．

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 3: Matching algorithm with adaptive multi

scale tree.

step 4. Substitute al;i to elements in Al�1;i that all

i in ecl;i > ec. Corresponded elements bl;i are

also substitute to elements in Bl�1;i （Fig.3(d))．
Other element (ecl;i � ec) are removed from A

v

and Bv, and add these element to Af and Bf

respectively. After that resolution translation is

stopped. Finally EC is calculated and substituted

it to ec.

step 5. l  l � 1．if l is 0 or both Av and Bv is

empty set, then adaptive scale procedure is done.

A correlation of coe�cient ec is calculated. Else

goto step 3.
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Figure 4: The objects used in experiments.

4 Experimental Results

4.1 Computer Simulation

This matching algorithm using the adaptive scale

MEGI has been implemented, and we show examples

of 3-D object recognition using some experimental ob-

jects constructed on a computer. Fig.4 shows the ob-

jects used in this experiment. These objects contains

at and curved regions. We calculated the range data

from each object. Performing matching procedures,

one matching data is a range data which is a measured

object from one view, the other is their 3-D shape mod-

els (CAD models) which has whole 3-D shape informa-

tion.

A view angle of elevation is �xed on 45 degrees, an

azimuthal angle is changed from 0 degrees to 90 de-

grees, range data is measured and construct it to multi

scale resolution tree whose height(lmax) is 4. In all

the experiments, parameters � , � and  in equations

(2),(4) are set at 1.0. �p and �n sets 10 degrees and

5 degrees respectively.

Fig.5 shows the matching correlation between range

data Object 2 and CAD models for all six objects in-

cluding object 2, using the adaptive scale MEGI. View-

ing angle (azimuthal) for measuring object 2 changes

from 0 degree to 90 degrees. The correlation value

of CAD model of object 2 and measured range data

amount to a maximum of 6 objects for all aspects,

therefore the observed object can be matched to the

correct object even while range data which contains

only approximately half shape information of original

object is used. We also tested using 5 other objects

and a recognition rate of 93 % has been achieved.
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Figure 5: The relationship between direction angle

and extended spherical correlation(for Obj.2).

4.2 Human Face Matching using Adaptive

Scale MEGI

The experiment using adaptive scale MEGI is per-

formed with the range data of human full face data

(25 faces) produced by the National Research Council

Canada(NRCC)[7]. Hair part of each full face data is

eliminated by hand. In this experiment, 3-D shape

model(CAD model) has also generated using range

data. Changing view point of range data are also re-

built using the original range data.

Fig.6 shows one human full face data. In this exper-

iment, a view angle of elevation is �xed at 0 degrees,

an azimuthal angle is changed from 0 degree to 10 de-

grees, range data is measured and it construct multi

scale resolution tree whose height(lmax) is 4. In all ex-

periments, parameters � , � and  in equations (2),(4)

are set at 1.0. �p and �n are set at 10 degrees and

5 degrees respectively. We did not adjust these pa-

rameters to obtain maximum recognition rate. In this

research, we want to check the ability of adaptive scale

MEGI for recognizing object which has curved surfaces

.

Fig.7 shows extended spherical correlation coe�-

cients of adaptive scale MEGI and original MEGI.

Recognition rate S1 is de�ned the correlation coe�cient

between rotated range data and original data becomes

maximum, and the recognition rate S3 is de�ned when

correlation coe�cient becomes within third orders of

magnitude.

Using adaptive scale MEGI, recognition rate be-

comes high as compared with original MEGI. When in-



Figure 6: An example of range data images used in

experiments.
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Figure 7: The relationship between direction angle and

success rate.

creasing rotation angle, recognition rate becomes low.

This is because original face range data is not a com-

plete 3-D image. Therefore rotation image has a lot of

occlude part compared with original image. But this

result shows high recognition ability of adaptive scale

MEGI, even if applying to the images contains curved

surface which have very few features like human faces.

5 Conclusions

We proposed the adaptive scale MEGI which has

a feature of multi scale description and adaptive scale

matching procedure. We also experimented using con-

structed data and human face range data.

The proposed 3-D description and recognition model

\adaptive scale MEGI" has the following features. (1)

3-D description model is a simple model which has no

form information and adjacency relationships for sur-

faces. (2) New 3-D multi scale resolution image de-

scription using tree data structure. Using these struc-

ture, computation cost for matching is drastically de-

creased. And matching procedure started from low

resolutions achieved high robustness matching. (3)

3-D object which has curved and at regions can be

matched to select matching scale adaptively. In spite

of these simplicity, high recognition ability is achieved,

even if applying these algorithm to the images contains

curved surface which have very few features like human

faces.

But a few problem still remains. One is the stabil-

ity of the constructed adaptive scale tree description

in case it contains noise on data or number of mea-

sured point are very few; another is is robustness of

parameters �n and �t. Changing these two param-

eters causes the adaptive scale tree to change a lot.

Future research will address the development of more

powerful schemes for adaptive scale representation, to

handle complex objects.
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